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Asurion helps people get the most out of their connected life 

• Mobile Phone Insurance 

• Mobile Phone Tech Support 

• Smart Home Support 

• 280 million customers 
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03 

04 Deflect Calls 
 

Get people into digital channel 

Claims Filing 
 

Help people file their claim (and 

answer questions) 

Post Claims 

Engagement 
 

Proactively engage with 

customers post-claims filing to 

keep people in digital 

Upsell 
 

Generate sales & growth of 

Asurion products 

  



Improve digital experience, 

Make bot effective 

 

 
 Attempted to answer 92% 

of questions 

 

 89% accuracy 

 

 61% positive interactions 

 

 55% of questions 
answered required no 
further agent support 

 For others, pass 
interaction summary to 
agents 

 

 

 



Technology 



Challenges 

 Looked at multiple chatbot frameworks 

 early days… lack of patterns, best practices 

 closed  

 lack of inter-operability 

 less focus on enterprise needs 

 

 Didn’t want to be dependent on others’ roadmap! 

 

 Built our own, leveraging open-source and 

common cloud services 

Requirements: 

 Complex phrases 

 Dialog 

 Logic  

 A/B testing 

 Extensible UI 

 Analytics 

 Security 

 Channels: web, SMS 
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Consumer 

Conversational 

UI 

Dialogs 
Models 

Dialog  

Flow Editor 

Model  

Builder 

Natural Language  

Understanding Engine 
Conversational 

Dialog Engine 

Knowledge 

Base 
Analytics 

Proactive 

Messaging 

python scikit 

spacy 

elasticsearch 

elasticsearch 

kinesis 

elasticsearch dynoqueue 

redis 

kinesis 

jsplumb 

cucumber 

redis 

dynamo 



NLU Challenges 

File a claim File-claim 

filed a claim when is my phone coming Claim-Status 

My device isnt listed when filing a claim File-claim-problem/device 

When will I receive my phone? Claim-status 

Have you received my phone? Claim-status/salvage-return 

I wanted to confirm my $29 payment 
went through and also see if I could 
change my repair tim 

Claims-deductible & 
Appointment-change 

yes 

My phone is broken Neutral sentiment 

Return device ambiguous 



NLU Approach 

 Use 3rd party services for common intents, 

common entity extractions 

 Built python models + rules for insurance-

specific intents, regex for entities 

 Custom spell-checking, pre-stem rules 

 Handled multi-intent, disambiguation in 

dialog 

 

 



Phrase Annotation Tool 

 Requirements: 

 Insurance domain knowledge 

 Data within US 

 

 Used by entire team and agents, to help train 

AVA to generate labeled data 

 

 Hierarchical, supporting claims and tech 

support 

 

 Multiple people label same phrase 

 Conflict resolution 
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NLU Challenges 

User Phrase Intent 

File a claim File-claim 

I filed a claim but when is my phone coming Status 

My device isnt listed when trying to file a 
claim 

File-claim-problem/device 

Intent nuance 

Long-tail Intents 

 

Intent Distribution 



Hybrid Solution 

other 

intent 

LTR 

Intent Distribution 

Conversations Articles 



If we sent you a replacement device and you're now 
having problems with it, read this article. 

Devices that are Less than 12 Months Old: 

If your device is less than 12 months old, then it's still 
under warranty.  
 
You'll first need to call us at 1-888-881-2622, or chat 
with an expert here (link below). An expert will help 
you determine if the device is malfunctioning and/or 
damaged.  
 
If it's determined to be a faulty device, another 
replacement device will be shipped to you. You'll also 
need to return the device that's being replaced.  
 
If there appears to be other damage not covered 
under the 12-month warranty, a new claim must be 
filed.  
 
If you damaged or lost your replacement phone, 
you'll need to file a claim, even if the replacement 
phone is less than 12 months old.  
 
 

Devices that are More than 12 Months Old: 

Replacement devices that are older than 12 months 
are no longer under our replacement device 
warranty and therefore must go through the regular 
file claim process.  
 
If you decide to file a claim, check your phone's 
eligibility at phoneclaim.com. Use the button "Find 
Out Now."  
 



Dialog Editor 

Conversations are complex… 

 Path conditions w/ complex 

expressions 

 Event tags had dynamic properties 

 Loops 

 50+ API calls required logic to send 

correct payload and parse 

response 

 UI elements (e.g., date picker) 

required expressions 
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Dialog Editor 

Visual Studio Code 



A/B Testing of Dialog 

control 

Test Auto-suggest 

testA 

Test Auto-
suggest 

end 

“How can I 

assist you 

today?” 

Dialog Experiments 

 Content 

 Quick Replies  

 Auto-suggest 

 Conversation v. Widget - 

Appointment Scheduling, 

Authentication, Payments 

 Personality 

 

“How can I 

assist you 

today?” 

… 

… 

auto-suggest: on auto-suggest: off 



Analytics 
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Log and Event Processing 
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Logging Stream 

Log Processor 

Lambda 

ATLAS 

Elastic 

Search 

Cloudwatch 

Lambda 

Streaming 



Security 

 Ensure PII doesn’t traverse outside VPC 

 

 Filter PII before calling external services 

 

 Store customer phrases securely 

 

 Search customer phrases by specific 

criteria 



Open-sourcing our technology… 

 Dialog Engine 

 Intent Gateway 

 Web UI 

 NLU Test Framework 

 Dialog Test Framework 

 A/B Service 

 Feature Flag 

 Annotation Tool 

 Transcript Service 

 

https://theavabot.net 

 

github.com/asurionlabs/ava 

 

admin@theavabot.net 

 


